
REF: # 2391 ALTEA (SIERRA ALTEA)

INFO

PREIS: 379.000 €

TYP EIGENTUM:
Appartment 
(Penthouse)

STADT:
Altea (Sierra 
Altea) 

SCHLAFZIMMER: 3 

BADEZIMMER: 2

GEBAUT ( m2 ): 127

GRUNDSTÜCK ( m2
):

- 

TERRASSE ( m2 ): 143 

JAHR: 2000

ETAGEN: 3

Nachricht -

BESCHREIBUNG

This fantastic and spacious penthouse with large terrace with 
breathtaking sea views is worth a visit. It is located in the green and 
residential area of Altea la Vella with its shops and restaurants and the 9-
holes golf course at walking distance. The large living room of 43 m2 is 
facing south and is surrounded by windows to enjoy the sea views from 
every place in your living room. The enormous terrace with privacy and 
stunning sea and mountain views makes you enjoy the wonderful micro-
climate whole year long. The master bedroom is next to the terrace and 
has the bathroom en-suite. There are three bedrooms with fitted 
wardrobes and two bathrooms. There is also a spacious equipped 
kitchen with a separate laundry room. This property has an underground 
parking space with storage room. The modern looking complex has 
several beautiful communal pools with and well maintained and nicely 
landscaped gardens with panoramic views. The club house and 
restaurant of the Don Cayo golf club is at a 5 minutes walk away from 



this very special penthouse. ENERGETIC CERTIFIED



STIL

Mediterran

ANSICHTEN

Panorama
Meerblick
Bergblick

KLIMAANLAGE

Zentral

ENTFERNUNG :

Strand : 2 Km

Flughafen: 50 Km

Stadtzentrum : 2 Km

ORIENTIERUNG

Süd

PARKPLATZ

Parkplatz Anzahl Autos: 1

WOHNFLÄCHE

En-suite Bad

FLOARING

Kachelboden

KÚCHE

geschlossene Küche
Ausgestattet
Granitarbeitsfläche

GARTENTERRASSEN

überdachte Terrasse
offene Terrasse
Palmen
angelegt
umzäunt
Rasen
elektr. Tor
Gemeinschaftsgarten

HEIZUNG

Zentralheizung elektr.

EXTRA

Einbauschränke
Alarm
Stahltür
Türklingel mit Kamera
Lagerraum
Hausmeister



PROPERTY GALLERY
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"OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR GUARANTEE"


